
Zombie Fever

It used to be aliens; now, everywhere we turn, the undead are lurking! Whatup with
our zombie-movie bloodlust?

By Joal Ryan

Dawn of the Dead Oh, bloody, gouged-out eyeballs, how do we love thee? Let us
count the ways.

We love the graphic terror of 28 Days Later. We love Milla Jovovich's video-game-
spawned moves in Resident Evil. We love the end-of-the-world dread of Dawn of the
Dead, the remake and the original, although judging by the box office, especially the
remake.

To put it in terms that even a mindless corpse can understand: Zombies are hot.

"It's been a real renaissance," says Peter Dendle, author of The Zombie Movie
Encyclopedia. "I've been delighted."

And zombies have been heavily employed — from challenging Rose McGowan's one
good machine-gun leg in Robert Rodriguez's Grindhouse offering, Planet Terror, to
trying to take down anyone who escaped 28 Days Later in 28 Weeks Later, to
coming back for thirds in the latest Resident Evil movie, to living on in at least two
more sequels and/or updates of undead classics by genre-legend George A. Romero,
to getting snapped up by Brad Pitt — now eyeing a big-screen version of World War
Z: An Oral History of the Zombie War, the hit novel by Max Brooks, author of (natch)
the hit satire The Zombie Survival Guide) — they're everywhere.

Everywhere. But nobody really knows why.

Although there is this one theory … (Cue eerie music)

Bad Moon Rising

If you want to find out why zombies are so popular, you probably should go ask E.T.

In the 1950s, when the Communist threat loomed, outer-space invaders were the
perfect movie foil, the acceptable stand-in for the apocalyptic fight we didn't really
want to fight (see The Day the Earth Stood Still). And in the 1990s, when the Red
Menace folded, they were again the perfect foil, the acceptable stand-in for the
apocalyptic fight we no longer had to worry about fighting (see Independence Day).

Then came 9/11.

Since the 2001 terror attacks left nearly 3,000 dead in New York and Washington,
we've been on zombie time. Nearly half of the 10 top-grossing zombie movies of all
time, led by 2004's Dawn of the Dead, have been released in the last five years, per
Box Office Mojo stats. Meanwhile, scary space aliens who couldn't double as 9/11
allegories, such as those of War of the Worlds and Signs, went extinct.



Surrounded by horrors, we turn to horrors. And specifically, we turn to the zombie
movie, because, so the thinking goes, for all its bleakness, dead-eyed stares and
stiff-jointed moves, it offers a strange kind of hope.

"It kind of explains away that fear that someone is completely snuffed out," says
Mike Browne, editor of zombiefreak.com.

And maybe that explains why the zombie film itself has never been completely
snuffed out.

Blame It on Bela … and Friends

Audiences first looked into the vacant eyes of a Hollywood zombie in 1932's White
Zombie. Rob Zombie and bandmates weren't the only ones who got hooked by the
Bela Lugosi chiller.

According to Peter Dendle, it established the movie zombie as "a resurrected corpse
with limited rationality and diminished mental capacity," under the control of a mad
scientist and/or sugar-mill operator (à la Lugosi's character), whichever the case
might be.

But ever adaptable — one of the movie zombie's best traits — the undead didn't get
pushed around forever. Starting with Romero's Night of the Living Dead, the puppet
master was irrelevant; the zombie was all — kicking ass, taking names and coming
to get you.

The modern zombie movie was born. "The average zombie fan wouldn't even count
anything before Night of the Living Dead," Dendle says.

Released in 1968, but so starkly black-and-white it hardly looks as if it belongs to the
psychedelic era, NOTLD concerns a small town inexplicably overrun by upright stiffs
with a yen for flesh. It worked its way up from the low-rent grindhouse circuit
celebrated by Grindhouse to the Museum of Modern Art. Its zombies showed a
similar determination.

"Any given one, you could outrun," Dendle says. "But you have to sleep, you have to
stop — they never have to stop. There's this maddening relentlessness to them."

Think what you will of Hollywood, but it does admire spunk, not to mention box
office. In the wake of NOTLD, the '70s and '80s produced more zombie flicks than
you could shake a wooden stake at: Sam Raimi's Evil Dead series and Romero's own
Dawn of the Dead and Day of the Dead sequels among them. Even Michael Jackson
got into the graveyard act with his video for "Thriller."

Zombies: Version 2.0

And by the time Re-Animator and The Return of the Living Dead (not another entry
in the Romero canon but an independent effort by Alien writer Dan O'Bannon) came
out in 1985, something was definitely up with zombies: their speed.

No more waiting for you to trip on a rock or take a nap, the MTV generation's undead
was fast of feet. Other innovations: a hankering for brains (a more specific hunger



than your garden-variety flesh craving) and a talent for cocktail-party chatter.
("They made campy little one-liners," Dendle says.) The zombie was flying.

Then came the 1990s, an outsize boom time from Wall Street to Silicone Valley.
Disasters of an epic scale, as perpetrated by the aforementioned space aliens or
perhaps volcanoes, were in; disasters of a personal scale, as perpetrated by
zombies, were out.

"The horror-movie genre itself was pretty much spinning its wheels," Dendle says. "I
was really ready to pronounce a death sentence on the genre."

Enter 28 Days Later.

Gory Days

Cillian Murphy's coma patient wakes up to an awful new zombie world in director
Danny Boyle's 2003 critical and commercial hit. It's not just that the zombies are fast
(they are). And it's not just that the zombies are killers (they are). It's that they're
faster, deadlier and more scarily impersonal than ever.

"Now they're little monads of clawing hunger — they're just purely driven by this
animal selfishness," Dendle says.

In 28 Days Later, the world is decimated by a virus. The streets are as deserted as
those of lower Manhattan were on a certain day in September 2001. Those that the
bug doesn't kill, it turns into people-killing machines — new-style zombies, more
menacing than ever.

"It made the zombie movie surgically precise," Dendle says of the film. "It returns
what Romero had, which was vision … it doesn't undercut its story with humor."

Which makes sense, because in the end, there's nothing funny about zombies.
Except for when you consider how much zombies are just like, well, us.

Our Zombies, Ourselves

Yes, humans are alive, and, no, zombies aren't. But other than that, there's a
connection there that's lasted from black-and-white to color, from Bela Lugosi to
Rose McGowan, from the slow-footed to the wicked fast, and it's only getting
stronger.

Because … why? It can't all be about 9/11, can it?

No.

"Zombie movies play to one of mankind's greatest fears: what happens to you after
your death," Browne says. "It's easier to cope with something when you're
surrounded by it in its entertainment form."

To Dendle, the appeal of the zombie movie begins with the zombie itself.

"A zombie has a timeless simplicity to it," the author says. "It's just a body."



With a great pair of legs.
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